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[57] ABSTRACT 

A spring clip is provided which is adapted to be placed 
over the edge of a folded article of wearing apparel in 
order to retain the same in folded condition. The clip 
includes a pair of elongated co-extensive arms which 
are joined by a spring yoke to form an internal cham 
ber in the clip. The clip has an open mouth defined by 
a pair of lips, with each lip of the mouth being carried 
by one of the arms. The lips extend transversely be 
yond the width of the arms. The clip may be thrust di 
rectly against the edge of an article, whereupon the 
lips of its mouth cam the arms open and the article's 
edge passes into the clip’s chamber. The clip is also 
adapted for automatic mechanical feeding by an ap 
propriate apparatus onto such folded wearing apparel. 

13 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures 
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SPRING CLIP FOR FOLDED GARMENTS AND THE 
LIKE 

This is a continuation-in-part of my application Ser. 
No. 53,409 ?led July 9, 1970, entitled “Spring Clip.” 
This invention relates generally to spring clips, and 

more ‘speci?cally to spring clips preferably formed of 
plastic, whose function is to grip and hold folded arti 
cles of wearing apparel such as folded shirts, blouses, 
underwear, and like articles as well as other soft goods 
in their folded condition. 
Spring clips for folded articles of wearing apparel are 

well known in the prior art and are in wide use through 
out the clothing industry. Typical of such prior art is 
Solomon, U.S. Pat. No. 2,960,742, Merfeld, U.S. Pat. 
No. 3,119,163, and Froehlich, U.S. Pat. No. 3,462,809. 
In fact such spring clips are continuing to gain further 
acceptance among clothing manufacturers, in that they 
are replacing straight pins which were previously con 
ventionally utilized in retaining higher priced articles of 
apparel, such as shirts, in folded condition, prior to an 
initial use by a consumer. 

The value of such spring clips is well recognized. 
They can be quickly and easily applied over the edge 
of a folded article of apparel to retain it in neatly folded 
condition in a transparent wrapping. Such clips will not 
harm the article of apparel and can be readily removed 
by the consumer in his home with a minimal amount of 
effort. In the foregoing respects, they are considerably 
more desirable than straight pins, which due to their 
sharp points may injure workers at the clothing manu 
facturer’s facility and may also harm consumers in their 
homes during unwrapping and unfolding of a clothing 
article. In addition, such straight pins puncture the arti 
cle of wearing apparel, and upon occasion rust, all of 
which will harm the article of apparel. 
Although the commercially available spring clips car 

ried out the aforesaid functions suf?ciently well, the 
manner in which they were applied to folded articles of 
clothing was bothersome and relatively slow. As such 
spring clips continue to gain an increasingly greater 
share of the folded apparel-fastener market, their abil 
ity to be quickly mated with a folded article of clothing 
becomes increasingly important. The spring clips of the 
prior art were applied to a folded article of clothing by 
a “prying-open“ motion. Speci?cally, such spring clips 
had one leg signi?cantly longer than the other leg. 
When a worker applied such a prior art spring clip'to 
anarticle of clothing, he first placed the longer leg of 
the clip under the folded article, pried the shorter leg 
of the clip away from the longer leg so that there was 
a gap between these legs, and then the clip was slid fur 
ther onto the article and released. As can be readily 
imagined, this “prying-open” motion was relatively 
slow, especially in view of the volume of folded articles 
of clothing to which such clips had to be ?xed. More 
over, no apparatus has been heretofore provided in 
conjunction with such clips for the automatic applica 
tion of such clips to folded articles. 

It is accordingly a primary object of the present in— 
vention to provide a spring clip for retaining folded ar 
ticles of clothing and the like in folded condition, the 
clip having the capabilities of being able to be thrust 
toward and slid onto the edge of such an article quickly 
and easily, being able to hold the article securely with 
out harm to the article itself, and which can be readily 
removed from the article by a consumer. 
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2 
It. is another important object of the present inven 

tion to provide a spring clip of the character described 
in which the spring clip has a wide-open mouth made 
up of a pair of camming lips, so that to engage the clip 
with an article of wearing apparel, the clip need be only 
thrust directly toward said edge of an article, where 
upon the aforesaid lips climb over the edge to spread 
the arms of the clip, whereupon the clip engages and 
holds the article of wearing apparel. 

It is still another important object of the present in 
vention to provide a spring clip of the character de 
scribed which is con?gured so that in conjunction with 
apparatus, the clips can automatically be placed onto 
such articles of folded clothing on a mass production 
basis. 

In accordance with the teaching of the present inven 
tion, a spring clip is provided which comprises a pair of 
elongated arms of substantially the same length, con 
nected by a spring yoke. By virtue of said yoke, the 
ends of the pair of arms adjacent to such yoke are 
spaced apart, and the other ends of the pair of arms are 
closely adjacent to one another. The legs and yoke thus 
de?ne a chamber for receiving the edge of an article. 
The interior facing portions of the arms carry mating 
undulating teeth to grip the article. The clip also in 
cludes an open mouth which comprises a pair of cam 
ming lips. The end of each arm distant from the yoke 
carries one such lip. The opening of the mouth is 
greater than the height of the chamber, so that the lips 
enable the clip to climb over any folded article of cloth 
ing edge when the clip is thrust toward such edge by a 
worker and such edge is snugly received in the cham 
ber. The lips are wider than the width of the arms and 
thus present broad surfaces to the edge of an article. 
The maximum vertical dimensions of the clip are lo 
cated at the ends of the clip and are equal to one an 
other. This characteristic enables the clips to be verti 
cally stacked upon one another in horizontal orienta 
tion to make the clips amenable to machine feeding. 

In the automated feeding of such clips, the portions 
of the lips which extend beyond the arms may engage 
ramps on an automatic loading apparatus for the pur 
pose of spreading the arms apart. In this open state, the 
clip is machine-placed over the edge of an article, 
whereupon the lips are released so that the clip can 
close over the article. 

Further objects, features and advantages of the in 
vention will become apparent upon consideration of 
the following detailed description in conjunction with 
the drawings, wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a spring clip made in ac 

cordance with the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of the spring clip; 
FIG. 3 is a longitudinal sectional view of the'spring, 

clip taken substantially along the line 3-3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a transverse sectional view of the spring clip 

taken substantially along the line 4-4 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 5 is a side elevational view showing the initial 

contact between the spring clip and the edge of a 
folded article in the course of a clip being engaged with 
a folded article of clothing; 
FIGS. 6 through 8 are views generally similar to FIG. 

5, and show, respectively, partial engagement of the 
spring clip with the edge of a folded article, complete 
opening of the spring clip, and the final stage of such 
engagement with the clip in its ?nal location on an arti 
cle; 
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FIG. 9 shows a stack of such spring clips, one upon 
another, in a supply chute; 
FIG. 10 shows a spring clip in a slide; 
FIG. 11 shows the spring clip engaging a pair of 

ramps on an automatic loading apparatus; and 
FIG. 12 is a top view of the aforesaid engagement 

shown in FIG. 11. 
Referring now to the drawings, and initially FIGS. 1 

through 4, a spring clip 10 is provided to grip and hold 
a folded article of clothing in folded condition. Such 
articles may include, without limitation, shirts, blouses, 
underwear, or in fact any soft goods, whether folded or 
not, and may be utilized wherever a gripping and re 
taining function is required of a clip. The term “folded 
article" as hereinafter used will include the entire fore 
going de?nition. 
The clip comprises a one-piece molding which in 

cludes, as integral elements, a pair of arms, namely an 
upper arm 12 and a lower arm 14, a spring yoke 16 
joining an end of the pair of arms, and an open mouth 
17 comprising a pair of camming lips 18, 20. Each of 
the camming lips 18, 20 is carried by one of the arms 
12, 14 at the ends of the pair of arms distant from the 
yoke 16. The yoke 16 holds the ends of the arms near 
est it apart a certain distance, and orients the arms so 
that their ends, distant from the yoke 16, are closely ad 
jacent one another. . 

In plan, as seen in FIGS. 1 and 3, the clip has a T 
shaped head con?guration, with the lips 18, 20 com 
prising the head of the T and the arms 12, 14 and the 
spring yoke 16 comprising the upright center arm of 
the T. In plan, the gripping lips are generally rectangu 
lar in shape, with parallel sides 18a and 18b on the lip 
18 and parallel sides 20a, 20b on the lip 20. In a similar 
manner, the upper arm 12 has parallel side edges 12a, 
12b and the lower arm 14 has parallel side edges 14a, 
14b. The sides 12a and 14a are in alignment (see FIG. 
4) and the sides 12b and 14b are also in alignment. The 
yoke 16 also has parallel sides 16a, 16b, the side 16a 
being in alignment with the sides 12a, 14a, of the arms 
12, 14 and the side 16b of the yoke 16 being in align 
ment withvthe sides 12b, 14b of the arms 12, 14. 
The mouth 17 comprising the lips 18, 20, is open, To 

this end, the lip 18 has a ?at cam surface 18e while the 
lip 20 has a flat cam surface 20e, the cam surfaces 18a, 
20e facing one another. Further, the lips 18, 20 include 
parallel touching gripping surfaces, the lip 18 including 
the gripping surface 18f and the lip 20 including the 
gripping surface 20f. The surfaces 18]", 20]", are closer 
to the yoke 16 than are the camming surfaces 18c, 20e. 
To achieve the wide-open orientation of the mouth 17, 
the cam surfaces 18c, 20c meet an angle 6 in the range 
of approximately 20° to 70°, and desirably approxi 
mately 60°, with each surface being 30° away from a 
horizontal plane, as the clip is viewed in‘FIG. 2. The 
gripping surfaces 18f, 20f desirably lie' in contact with 
one another in the aforesaid horizontal plane. The lips 
have outer surfaces 18g, 20 g, respectively which curve 
rearwardly toward the yoke toward one another to 
meet at the aforesaid horizontal plane. 
The yoke 16 has a thickness, that is a front to back‘ 

dimension as seen at 160 in FIG. 2, which is greater 
than the thickness, that is the top to bottom dimension 
as seen at 12d or 14d in FIG. 2, of either of‘ the arms 
l2, 14 at the portions thereof close to said yoke 16. 
The arms 12, 14 themselves include and carry grip 

ping surfaces. Speci?cally, the arm 12 has an undulat 
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4 
ing surface 12c which comprises gripping teeth 24 and 
the arm 14 has an undulating surface 14c which com 
prises gripping teeth 26, these undulated surfaces 120, 
140 being opposed and facing one another. The undu 
lating surfaces comprise waves of increasing amplitude 
in the direction from the mouth 17 to the yoke 16, and 
so the teeth 26 of the arm 12 approximately mate- with 
and are complementary to the teeth 24 of the arm 14. 
These teeth grip the surface of any article of wearing 
apparel placed therebetween. 
As mentioned previously, the lips 18, 20 are substan 

tially wider than the arms 12, 14 to which they are re 
spectively attached, and are wider than the spring yoke 
16._The portions of the lips which extend beyond the 
arms 12, 14 and yoke 16 constitute co-extensive lip ex 
tensions, the lip 18 including extensions 18c, 18d, see 
FIG. 1, and the lip 20 including lip extensions 20c, 20d, 
see FIG. 3. 
Other dimensions of the spring clip 10 are also signif 

icant. The maximum distance from outer surface 18g 
of the lip 18 to the outer surface 20g of the lip 20 is the 
same as the maximum distance between the outer sur 
faces of the arms 12, 14, this being the point at which 
they join the spring yoke 16. Accordingly, a plane Pl 
joining the outermost surface of the lip 18 and the cor 
responding outermost surface of the arm 12 is parallel 
to a plane P2 which joins the outermost surface of the 
lip 20 and the corresponding outermost surface of the 
arm 14. The spring clip, by virtue of its outermost 
points, may be said to have a parallel configuration in 
side elevation. 
The aforesaid parallel con?guration is especially 

valuable when one spring clip is to be stacked on top 
of another. Such stacked formation would be useful in _ 
feeding the spring clips one by one to a worker for man 
ual insertion onto a folded article of clothing and would 
also be useful in feeding the spring clips in the function 
of an automatic loading machine. 
An appropriate supply chute 22 is shown illustra 

tively in FIG. 9 with an internal con?guration designed 
to accommodate aystack of spring clips 10. The chute 
has a T-shaped groove comprising a head portion 24 
and a body portion 25, to receive the head, arms and 
yoke of the clips. The clips may descend one after the 
other down the chute and in so doing will maintain a 
parallel horizontally oriented stacked relationship, be 
cause of the described over-all parallel side elevation 
configuration of the clips. Hence, when the outermost 
points of the outer surfaces of one clip 10' contact the 
adjacent outer surfaces of slips 10" and 10"’ directly 
above and below it, respectively, the clips will be main 
tained in a parallel, horizontal orientation for horizon~ 
tal feeding purposes, via ports 23a and 23b in the chute 
of an automatic loading apparatus. Any slight displace 
ment of one clip to its neighbor, either above or below 
it, will not cause any substantial displacement from the 
parallelism of the clips, since at their points of contact, 
the clip’s surfaces are gently curved, that is, of large ra 
dius. (See FIGS. 2 and 9). 
The lip extensions 18c, 18d of the lip 18 and the ex 

tensions, 20c, 20d of the lip 20, enable the spring clip 
10 to slide down an open slideway. As seen in FIG. 10, 
a slideway 27 includes a pair of parallel ways 28, 29 
which define between them a slot 30. The slot 30 has 
a width to'receive the arms in the width, but the slot is 
too small to receive the clip sideways, i.e., in its dimen 
sion from the outer surface of one arm to the outer sur 
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face of another arm. When a clip 10 is placed in the 
slot, the arms 12, 14 will hang in the slot 30, while the 
mouth 17, being of larger dimension due to the lip ex 
tensions 18c, 18d, 20c, 20d, will not pass into it, but 
rather will ride on the upper surfaces of said ways 28, 
30. If the slideway 27 as a whole is inclined, the spring 
clip 10 will slide down it, with the mouth 17 riding on 
the ways 28, 29. The slide can feed clips into the chute 
in a manner not shown. 

Another important aspect of the con?guration of the 
spring clip 10 is that the arms 12, 14 and the spring 
yoke 16 de?ne an interior cavity 21 having a maximum 
height indicated by the line H in FIG. 2 at a point where 
the arms 12, 14 jpin said spring yoke 16. This distance 
H is approximately the same as or desirably less than 
the maximum thickness of the edge of a folded article 
of wearing apparel. The lips 18, 20 of the mouth 17 
have a maximum opening as indicated by the line 0 in 
FIG. 2 which is greater than, i.e., no more than 100 per 
cent greater than, the height H of the cavity and which 
is usually greater than the thickness of the leading por 
tion of the edge of a folded article of wearing apparel. 
The purpose of these dimensions is apparent in FIGS. 

5 through 8, which shows the entry of a spring clip onto 
a folded garment G having a leading edge E. In the 
manual attachment of a clip, a worker takes the spring 
clip 10 in hand and without any necessity of moving the 
arm 12 away from the arm 14, gently thrusts the mouth 
17 of the spring clip towards the edge E of a folded arti 
cle G. The camming surfaces 18c, 20e of the lips en 
gage the edge E and as seen in FIGS. 6 and 7, as the 
spring clip is continued to be pushed towards the folded 
article G, the lips 18, 20 are continually opened further 
due to the camming action between the aforesaid cam 
ming surfaces 18c, 20e and said edge E. The opening 
of the lips causes the arms 12, 14 to open to receive the 
article.‘ It should be noted that the arms 12, 14 bend 
primarily at the points at which they join the spring 
yoke 16, these being the portions of the arms and yoke 
least resistant to bending. Also as previously men 
tioned, the aforesaid camming surfaces are operative 
because the distance 0 (see FIG. 2), the maximum 
opening of the mouth 17, is usually greater than'the 
thickness of the edge E of the garment G, so the sur 
faces can override the edge. 
Further thrusting of the clip 10 results in the location 

20 

25 

35 

45 

of the spring clip with its‘yoke 16 in contact with the ' 
edge E, the teeth 24, ‘26 of the arms gripping the por 
tion of the article G adjacent the edge E, and the ?at 
gripping surfaces 18f, 20f sinking slightly into the body 
of the article G. The maximum height H of the cavity 
21 is such that the cavity is substantially entirely ?lled 
with a portion of the article, when‘ the spring clip is in 
its ?nal location. The sinking action of the gripping sur 
faces l8f, 20f takes place primarily beyond the edge E, 
since the edge is somewhat stiffened due to the turn of 
the article of apparel at its edge. It is apparent that the 
clip 10 can be withdrawn from the article G by a con 
sumer by the simple action of pulling the clip away 
from the edge E. 
Another advantage of the con?guration of the spring 

clip, and speci?cally the advantage of the lip extensions 
18c, 18d and 20c, 20d, is that this forms comparatively 
wide lips for the clip. Since the lips are relatively wide, 
the mouths 17 of the clips do not tend to pass into the 
cavities 21 of other clips. This is important since such 
clips may be supplied loosely in bags or containers to 
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6 
workers, and such interlocking of the clips would re 
quire untangeling by workers, and again would slow the 
application of such clips onto articles of clothing. 
Moreover, the signi?cant width of these lips insures a 
large area of contact with the edge E of an article, 
which aids the camming action of the clip. 
FIGS. 11 and 12 show schematically a possible use of 

the clip 10 with an automatic loading apparatus. Each 
clip 10 in turn is brought from an initial position shown 
by dot-and-dashv lines R in FIGS. 11, 12 to an interme 
diate position S shown by solid lines in these ?gures by 
a plunger 32 which reciprocates in the directions A, B. 
The plunger passes through the bottom of the supply 
chute via ports 23a, 23b. As the spring clip is brought 
from position R to position S, each of the lip extensions 
18c, 18d, 20c, 20d, encounters one of a set of ramps 34, 
36, 38, and another of which is not shown. The ramp 
34 is spaced from ramp 38, and ramp 36 is spaced from 
its corresponding ramp such that the arms 12, 14 as 
well as the yoke 16 can pass therebetween, but so that 
they positively engage the lip extensions 18c, 18d and 
20c, 20d. As the spring clip 10 is driven by the plunger 
32, out of the chute 22, the lip extensions cam on the 
ramps 34, 36, 38 causing the lips 18, 20 to separate and 
to space apart the arms 12, 14. Then the lip extensions 
18c, 18d and 20c, 20d at the gripping surfaces 18f, 20f, 
reach the ends of and pass beyond the ramps, enabling 
the arms to snap toward one another. An article G is 
situated within the four ramps in the path of travel of 
the spring clip 10, so that as the lip extensions 18c, 18d, 
20c, 20d, as mentioned pass beyond the ramps and as 
the clip closes, it does so upon the article G to attain 
the ?nal position T of FIGS. 11 and 12. 

It is of course necessary for the proper construction 
of the spring clips, that they made of a relatively elastic 
resilient material, and a plastic material is most desir 
able for this purpose. Illustrative of the plastic materials 
suitable are thermoplastics such as general purpose 
polystyrene, medium impact polystyrene, this being a 
general purpose polystyrene combined with a high im 
pact polystyrene,_and polypropylene. 
A latitude of modi?cation, change and substitution is 

intended in the foregoing disclosure and in some in 
stances some features of the invention will be employed 
without a corresponding use of other features. Accord. 
ingly, it is appropriate that the appended claims be con 
strued broadly and in a manner consistent with the 
spirit and scope of the invention herein. 
'What is claimed is: 
1. A spring clip for gripping folded articles of wearing 

apparel, soft goods and the like, the spring clip com 
prising: 

a. a pair of generally co-extensive arms; 
'b. a spring yoke joining and orienting the arms so that 

the arms are separated from one another at the end 
of the pair nearest the yoke and are closely adja 
cent to one another at the remote end of the pair, 
the yoke and arms de?ning a chamber in the clip 
for receiving an edge of the wearing apparel, soft 
goods and the like, and 

c. a pair of lips de?ning an open mouth for the clip, 
each lip being ?xed to a different arm at the remote 
end of the pair, the lips extending transversely be 
yond the width of the arms and the yoke, ‘the plane 
containing the outermost points of one lip and its 
connected arm being parallel to the plane contain 
ing the outermost points of the other lip and its 
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connected arm, the surfaces of the lips and arms at 
said points being of gently sloping ?at con?gura 
tion whereby when the clips are stacked slight mis 
alignment of one clip to another will not cause sub-' 
stantial displacement from parallelism. 

‘2. A spring clip as set forth in claim 1 wherein the lips 
have outwardly facing opposed camming surfaces. 

3. A spring clip as set forth in claim 2 wherein the lips 
have flat gripping surfaces adjacent said camming sur 
faces. 

4. A spring clip as set forth in claim 1 wherein each 
arm carries teeth, the teeth of the arms being of com 
plementary mating con?guration. 

5. A spring clip as set forth in claim 4 wherein the 
teeth are of increasing amplitude in a direction ap 
proaching the spring yoke. 

6. A spring clip as set forth in claim 1 wherein the clip 
comprises a one-piece integral molding formed of a re 
silient plastic. 
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7. A spring clip as set forth in claim 2 wherein the 

camming surfaces meet at an angle of approximately 
60°. 

8. A spring clip as set forth in ‘claim 1 wherein the clip 
is of “T-shaped” con?guration in plan. 

9. A spring clip as set forth in claim 1 wherein the 
width of the arms and the yoke is uniform. 

10. A spring clip as set forth in claim 1 wherein the 
maximum opening of the lips is greater than the height 
of the cavity. 

11. A spring clip as set forth in claim 1 wherein the 
interior and exterior surfaces of the lips are convex. 

12. A spring clip as set forth in claim 1 wherein the 
lips extend equidistantly on each side of the arms and 
yoke. 

13. A spring clip as set forth in claim 12 wherein the 
lips have aligned rearward edges. 

* * * * * 


